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Mike's favorites shelf

Mike's Bookshelves

read (118) currently-reading (8) to-read (69) favorites (10)

Mike is Currently Reading

Mike is currently reading
Understanding the Intelligence Cycle
by Mark Phythian
bookshelves: currently-reading
Sep 16, 2015 09:09AM

Mike is currently reading
Data Mining and Analysis: Fundamental Concepts and Algorithms
by Mohammed J. Zaki
bookshelves: currently-reading
Jul 21, 2014 07:37PM

Mike is currently reading
Knowledge And Decisions
by Thomas Sowell
bookshelves: currently-reading
Dec 06, 2013 09:19AM

See all 8 books that Mike is reading...

Mike's Recent Updates

Mike wants to read
The Handbook of Market Intelligence: Understand, Compete and Grow in Global Markets
by Hans Hedin
Nov 12, 2015 02:25PM - like

People Mike is Following

Tiffany
689 books | 134 friends

Elizabeth
49 books | 92 friends

Holly
634 books | 36 friends

Mo (The Scarlet Siren)
1,926 books | 561 friends

Kelly
182 books | 58 friends

Chad Rogers
372 books | 103 friends

Dave Crabbe
128 books | 72 friends

Eric
197 books | 38 friends

More friends...
Mossad: The Greatest Missions of the Israeli Secret Service
by Michael Bar-Zohar

Oct 24, 2015 06:21PM · like · preview book

Mike wants to read

Emotional Intelligence 2.0
by Travis Bradberry (Goodreads Author)

Oct 14, 2015 10:15AM · like · preview book

Mike wants to read

Groundbreakers: How Obama's 2.2 Million Volunteers Transformed Campaigning in America
by Elizabeth McKenna

Oct 12, 2015 05:19AM · like · preview book

Mike wants to read

Improving Intelligence Analysis: Bridging the Gap Between Scholarship and Practice
by Stephen Marrin

Oct 11, 2015 05:50PM · like · preview book

Mike wants to read

Intelligence Analysis:: Behavioral and Social Scientific Foundations
by National Research Council

Oct 11, 2015 05:48PM · like

Mike wants to read

Complexity: The Emerging Science at the Edge of Order and Chaos
by M. Mitchell Waldrop

Oct 10, 2015 09:34AM · like

Mike wants to read

The Power of Intuition: How to Use Your Gut Feelings to Make Better Decisions at Work
by Gary Klein

Oct 10, 2015 09:33AM · like · preview book

Mike wants to read

Predictable Surprises: The Disasters You Should Have Seen Coming, and How to Prevent Them
by Max H. Bazerman (Goodreads Author)

Oct 10, 2015 09:29AM · like

Mike wants to read

Business and Competitive Analysis: Effective Application of New and Classic Methods
by Craig S. Fleisher

Oct 07, 2015 05:43AM · like · preview book

More of Mike's books...

They're from Heaven, and made Earth Hell
"The book was so good I skipped breakfast, lunch and dinner to finish it."
www.amazon.com

Dark Scriptorium
• The Sorcerer's Spell (Illustrated)
• Read it on Kindle Unlimited.

Troy Daniel Morris
www.goodreads.com

More books...

Mike's Favorite Authors

Charles G. Koch
author of: The Science of Success: How Market-Based Management Built the World's Largest...

Steve Coll
author of: Ghost Wars: The Secret History of the CIA, Afghanistan, and bin Laden from th...

Ernest Hemingway
author of: The Old Man and the Sea

More...

Favorite Genres


Polls voted on by Mike

Lists liked by Mike
Mike's Groups

Henley-Putnam University Reading Group — 13 members — last activity Jan 21, 2014 12:39PM
Built for students from Henley-Putnam University or other DoD Schools. Any student or professional in the fields of Intelligence Management, Security, ...more